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Pain is really a subjective thing, if you think about it.  What can you prove to be real?  
Certainly not the world around you.  After all, there is no way to discern between 
paranoia and reality, no way to really determine if anything truly exists outside your fully 
enclosed mind.  I exist, that is the only thing I can be sure of, for if it were not so then I 
would not be worrying about it.  Everything else could very well be a fever induced 
delusion.   
 
I look down the length of my arm to where my hand lies bleeding, useless.  I feel the pain 
in a distant fashion, but I have to wonder if it is real.  Is it really an illusion?  After all, if 
my hand does not truly exist then how can the pain.  Following that logic, how can any 
pain be real?  Except of course that I feel it, the exquisite agony of this pseudo-reality. 
 
Yet, I feel the air enter my lungs when I breathe, and I feel the hard surface of the wall 
pressed against my back.  I feel them, but they might not be real.  The thought tumbles 
through my mind like a loose boulder, and it is then that I realize the other truth.  The 
only real pain is what I feel in my mind, the emotional torment of conflicting ideas.  
Confusion takes on the tangible fabric of a rough-hewn blanket, smothering the spark of 
my soul.  I can not feel the biting cold of the air around me, and whether that numbness 
comes from my weakened physical condition or the basic unreality of existence, I am 
unable to say.  In the end, it doesn't matter.  If the world is an illusion, it is one in which I 
am trapped, a dream I am doomed to experience, unable to awaken. 
 
So, I better get up and do something. 
 
It’s difficult.  I can’t feel the chill air, but I can see it.  My breath freezes even as it leaves 
my body.  The life support systems of the station are failing rapidly, keeping pace with 
my body.  At long last, I’m dying, and the illusion of this life will at last relinquish its 
hold on me.  But I have something to do before I fall away. 
 
Yes, the pain must be an illusion.  It fades away at a thought, pushed into oblivion where 
it belongs.  It served its function, acting as a warning that my physicality had been 
damaged.  No longer needed, it leaves.  The blood, however, I need.  I will my body into 
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motion, bringing my other hand over to grasp the damaged claw on my right.  Fresh pain 
erupts in my arms, but it is easy to ignore.  My flesh is protesting my theory of non-
reality, and I may be forced to reconsider. 
 
The world sways as I struggle to my feet.  I'm sure my skull is cracked.  I'm not worried.  
I was designed well, and I can heal from anything short of death.  But I'll need food, and I 
am as yet unwilling to turn to cannibalism.  God knows, there are enough dead bodies 
around now. 
 
It's strange to think about it.  During the war I must have killed tens of thousands, but it 
took a single beautiful woman to bring me to this place, to the first time I ever killed a 
human. 
 
That reminds me, where is Lysette?  She was with me a moment ago.  But then, a 
moment ago I wasn't wounded.  Yes, definitely some damage upstairs, because I should 
remember something like that.  She was with me, we were running, we rounded a corner 
and then... 
 
No, the memory is gone.  Maybe it will return when my brain is through knitting itself 
back together, or maybe not.  I wish I'd thought of this sooner.  There are plenty of 
memories rattling around in my head that I'd rather be rid of.  Sometimes, the things you 
do burn an image into the fabric of your soul that no amount of effort can ever remove.  
And, perhaps it is the soul which holds our true essence, is the seat from which we view 
the spectacle of our lives.  I have to wonder how much of what I am I will carry into the 
next world. 
 
If they let someone like me in.   
 
I stumble over another corpse as I continue down the passage.  My thoughts are 
beginning to coalesce, although the memories of recent events remain the most fuzzy.  
The station is silent around me, a bad sign.  No whisper of air through the circulation 
system, no sound of battle.  The last is understandable.  I'm the only thing here to fight.  
And seeing how many men the pirates lost attempting to retrieve their little slave girl, 
they probably bugged out the instant they got her back. 
 
The station is obviously severely damaged.  Space is leeching the heat out of it.  I 
remember that much of it has been torn open, and I'm lucky to have any air to breathe.  I 
suppose I should be thankful for that.   
 
The elevator won’t work either.  I stand stupidly in front of the half-open doors for a few 
minutes, or a few hours, my perception of time seems to be off as well.  The stairs then.  
No, that’s right, there are no stairs, only ladders.  I don’t think I’ll be able to climb a 
ladder. 
 
What to do then?  The smell of burning insulation drifts to my nose.  A fire in space is a 
most dangerous thing.  I should be doing something about it.  The computer should be 
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doing something about it.  Neither of us does anything.  I’ve had enough of this place, 
enough of this life.  Let it burn. 
 
The control room will have to wait.  Using the wall for support, I head for the docking 
bay.  The pirates used a cargo module to board the station before coupling their ship 
directly to one of the visitor’s ports.  There’s a chance they left the module in the bay.  
Besides, there’s an emergency kiosk down there, and I need it. 
 
For a moment, the corridor goes black, and I wonder if the power has finally failed.  The 
explosions did a lot of damage, but if the core is extinguished, the station is truly dead.  
Then I open my eyes to find myself crumpled near the floor.  The lights are on, it was me 
that failed. 
 
I failed. 
 
That hits me like a physical blow.  I’ve never failed at anything before.  I was the best of 
the best.  It was why I was chosen to be among those manning the watch stations instead 
of being exiled to the Rock like the others.  It leaves a bitter taste in my mouth.  
Adrenaline floods me, and I manage to push myself back up.  I tell myself I haven’t 
failed yet, that there’s a chance to complete the mission, and I know that I’m starting to 
loose it.  There is no mission.  There is no chance I’ll survive this. 
 
The cargo bay is a mess.  I don’t remember it, but there must have been fighting here as 
well.  None of it seems real.  I’ve lived on this station too long, I guess.  My vision 
refuses to accept the damage.  I want to see it as it was, but there are stars where the 
cargo door should have been.  The module is there, but it sits in vacuum.  The burned out 
hulk of a fighting suit lies smashed against one wall.  Any bodies would have been 
sucked into space when the bay depressurized. 
 
The module might as well be a lightyear away.  There was just one fighting suit, and only 
two spacesuits otherwise.  One is in the bay, the other is in the control room, and both of 
them are unreachable as I am now. 
 
Twenty meters down the hall I find another corpse.  This one I recognize.  Gianni.  I 
remember his face in my comm screen, the nice one, a sweet innocent face requesting 
permission to board.  I don’t remember killing him. 
 
The kiosk is hidden behind one of the wall panels.  I don’t have the strength left to pry 
the cover panel off.  There’s blood on the wall here.  Red handprints and smears, and I 
can’t remember where they came from.  The power is failing again, the corridor going 
dark.  The steel deck is cold against my cheek.  So cold. 
 
Reality takes a turn.  I have been dreaming.  The control room is around me as I open my 
eyes, bright lights blinking for my attention.  Viewscreens encircle me, their holographic 
displays stretching away into an infinity filled with bright hot pinpoints of light.  Stars.   
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There are things I should do.  Duties to perform.  The scanning equipment is largely 
automatic, just like everything else on the station.  I had always thought I was redundant.  
I sit here, press a few buttons from time to time, performing as bravely as any trained 
monkey.  I read, I exercise, I eat, I sleep.  And I do not have to think of war. 
 
There are a million stars in my screens.  I can increase magnification and see billions 
more.  There are planets around most of them, though very few of those hold life of any 
kind.  I’ve been on hundreds of them.  The dropship arrives, the troops head out, the 
battle ensues.  I was always the worst tourist.   
 
Sol is not visible from where I am.  It should be, but the computer faithfully edits it out.  
For me and my brothers, Earth no longer exists.  We won the war, then were banished 
into the depths of space, an embarrassment.  An ace in the hole.  Too valuable to waste, 
too dangerous to destroy. 
 
The Rock is visible.  Pluto, the humans call it.  The Greek god of hell.  It’s fitting, I 
suppose, considering how my brothers are packed into their suspension chambers, 
preserved against future need.  The Rock’s moon is rising from behind it’s sharply curved 
horizon.  I forget its  name.  It doesn’t matter.  I punch in a command that tells the 
computer to find Earth.  The comm system knows where to look.  The signal will take a 
long time to get there, and a rescue ship another six months to respond.  I find myself 
reaching for the communications panel, and I stop myself.   
 
It was a dream, wasn’t it?  I don’t need a rescue.  Do I?  The cargo ship came, dropped 
off supplies as expected, then went away again.  There was no stowaway.  There were no 
pirates.  So why can I see Lysette’s face in my memory so clearly? 
 
The Federation still needed us after the war.  After we had nearly destroyed the Anskazi, 
driven them back to a single planet and blasted them back to their equivalent of a stone 
age.  There were other races.  They saw what we did to the Anskazi.  They would 
remember, and they would always be afraid so long as the elite Gencorps still existed. 
 
So all ten thousand of us were shipped away.  I was born on Earth, but I’ll never set foot 
there again.  Except for the others who sit on their own stations scattered around the rim 
of Sol system, I am alone.    I watch the stars for other aliens who would threaten 
humanity’s existence.  And I do it alone.  It’s better this way.  Alone, I can pretend I’m 
human.  I have habits, likes and dislikes, I sometimes talk to myself, I have developed 
eccentricities.  I am expendable. 
 
Anskazi warships have returned to this place only twice.  Each time the station’s weapons 
shouted their silent thunder into the vacuum sky, and the Anskazi were wiped from the 
ether.   My brothers have had similar experiences on their own far flung stations, but I am 
the one closest to the Rock, and I am the one required to defend it should the need arise.  
I’ve always known I would one day be targeted myself, and my only function would be 
to hold the station as long as possible, or failing that to warn my brothers.  I never 
expected my downfall to come in the form of a woman. 
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I’m confused.  Did that really happen?  I can see my body, unhurt, unchanged.  I don’t 
feel unhealthy.  I remember pain.  I remember the thrill of battle, a flavor so recent that 
the taste of it remains in my mouth, the scent of charred flesh still in my nostrils, the 
screams of dying men echoing in my ears.   
 
What is real?  I can feel the chair beneath me, the gentle touch of air whispering from the 
circulation vents, the cold metal of the control panel.  I can see the stars, but without 
windows, they could be as unreal as a thought.  I do not think I can trust my senses.  I am 
as unreal as the stars. 
 
Lysette, she must be real.  As real as the sensations she created inside me.  So none of 
this is true.  For Lysette to be real, the battle must also be real, and that means the station 
is dying.  It means I am dying. 
 
I am a youth again.  The concrete walls of the academy are still white, still fresh.  I stand 
in a line with a hundred other boys.  We are quiet, patient, ready to obey.  Men, adults, 
walk down the line, inspecting us.  I remember my training.  I don’t look up, I don’t 
move, I don’t meet their eyes.  But I see it anyway, the contempt, the fear.  They hate us.  
They need us.  We are their salvation, and we are their bitter secret. 
 
One by one, my brothers are placed into the stasis chambers.  We are being moved.  The 
academy has been compromised.  I can smell fear, human fear, something I will never 
feel.  I can’t tell what they fear most, the Anskazi, or us.  The stasis chamber meant for 
me opens, and I obediently climb inside.  The heavy metal door closes with a soft hiss, 
the sound of finality.  Probes come to life, reaching for me.  There is some pain as the 
needles enter my flesh.  That was something the engineers did not remove.  Pain tells us 
we are alive, and if we are alive we can still fight. 
 
I should be falling asleep.  But I’m asleep already.  It’s all a dream.  It must be.  I’m not a 
boy anymore.  Nothing is real.  Even my dreams are contrived.  Residual programming, 
they called it.  I was never meant to have thoughts of my own.  The control panel swims 
into focus.  There are stars behind it.  The wall is gone, and the station is open to the vast 
emptiness of space.  Air whispers in my ears like the melody of angels.  I am dying. 
 
The cargo module.  I see it leaving the ship on autopilot.  The human crew never visits.  
I’m supposed to kill them if they do.  They talk to me on the comm though, they find it a 
novelty they can brag about when they get back to port.  I have value to them.   
 
“It’s a shipment of spare parts,” the captain is telling me.  He’s pale, his round head 
capped with a shock of blonde hair cut in the usual spacer style.  “How long will it take 
you to unload it?” 
 
“Twenty minutes,” I tell him.  I ignore the incredulous look he gives me.  What do I care 
if he believes me?  I’m dying. 
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I’m in the cargo bay.  Strange, the doors are intact.  I open them, remembering to activate 
the magnetic shield first.  If I had forgotten, the computer would have done it for me, then 
it would have called the Rock for my replacement.  There are no second chances here. 
 
The module leaves on its own.  The crates I unloaded line the back wall, all of uniform 
size and shape.  Makes it easier to pack the modules, I suppose.  A few of them were 
heavier than they should have been.  I close the doors, the magnetic shield is switched 
off.  I check the dials, see there was no loss of air, then move to the cargo boxes. 
 
Lysette sits across the table from me.  It’s the first time both chairs have ever been 
occupied at the same time.  I can’t get used to her presence.  She’s trembling, despite the 
work the autodoc did on her.  “Why’d you do it?” she asks me. 
 
“Do what?” 
 
“Save me.  I thought you were a…”  Her voice fades away. 
 
“A killer?” I finish for her.  She looks chagrined.  “It’s okay.  I am.  A killer, I mean.  I 
used to be.” 
 
“You aren’t anymore.”  A statement, as if something had reassured her of the truth of 
what I said. 
 
She takes a sip of coffee.  “You haven’t asked, yet,” she says.  “Don’t you Gencorps guys 
have curiosity?” 
 
“Curiosity is not a survival trait,” I tell her.  “But yes, we do have it.” 
 
“I was escaping,” she says, explaining why I found her stuffed into one of the cargo 
boxes. 
 
“I deduced that already.” 
 
“Do you know who from?” 
 
I consider my answer briefly.  She wants to feel she has something over me, something 
she can cling to.  I know the captain wasn’t a real spacer.  Spacers always have tans.  He 
didn’t ask the usual questions, the same ones I never answer.  I can tell she’s from rich 
stock.  She’s so soft, delicate.  If she wanted to escape those men, they must have 
kidnapped her.  I can tell this because I was programmed to be a scout, to deduce the big 
picture from little peeks.  But she doesn’t want to know that. 
 
“No,” I tell her.  “Who are they?” 
 
“Pirates,” she tells me, and the tone of her voice reveals that she does not expect me to 
refute her claim.  The story comes out of her in quick bursts.  She was on a transport 
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heading for jumpspace, the cold deep beyond my station where the physical laws change 
and ships can spread their wings among the distant stars.  They responded to a distress 
call, but the strange men crewing the ship they found were not crew at all, but criminals 
headed for Titan and the penal colony there.  Details mattered less than the results.  
Lysette was the only one they kept alive.  She had been the only young female on board.   
 
I am supposed to send a report to Earth, and that’s what I do.  But it will be a long time 
before transportation for Lysette can arrive.  A long time for us to be together.  Did they 
plan for this too, I wonder?  Did they expect one of their precious weapons to explore his 
latent sexuality?  How long does it take for humans to fall in love? 
 
I wonder. 
 
Reality shifts again.  The computer isn’t working.  Lysette crouches behind me, her eyes 
wide with fear.  The blonde haired man stands in the middle of my control room, 
studying the monitors carefully. 
 
“I can’t believe there are no internal sensors,” he says.  “How can one man guard a 
station of this size without internal sensors?” 
 
“He’s done a good job so far,” the captain’s companion says.  He is a large man, his head 
shorn and glistening.  “Eighteen men dead so far.  The crew wants to bug out.” 
 
“I don’t care what the crew wants,” the captain says.  “I’m in charge.”  The bald man 
chooses not to respond.  They have the cargo in the ship.  They rightly judged that the 
spare parts they gave to me were more important to buy my silence.  They girl is a bonus, 
but also a liability.  When they discovered her missing, they returned for her. 
 
To silence her, and to silence me.  They knew how to jam the short range 
communications.  I can’t call for help from the Rock.  They knew enough military tactics 
to send a boarding party on the cargo module.  They underestimated what I was capable 
of, though. 
 
There is an explosion.  The flash and pressure bring pain, the shrapnel brings body 
damage.  I file it away as more information to process.  Three men taken out with that 
one.  I leap for the ceiling vent ten feet over my head and scramble in.  There is cursing 
and gunfire from behind me.  The station is suffering, but I’m winning.  That used to be 
enough.   
 
Lysette is waiting where I left her, but she isn’t alone.  The two men guarding her didn’t 
expect me to come from above.  I fall on them. 
 
I fall. 
 
The station gravity has failed.  I’ve floated away from the autodoc, but I feel better.  It 
has to be enough.  The air is thinner, and I have one last thing to do before I can rest. 
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This must be reality.  Dreams don’t hurt this much.  Dreams don’t require you to make 
sacrifices, both of yourself and of those you love.  That’s right, you didn’t expect that did 
you?  All those hours of careful planning, the intricate designs, the genetic 
experimentation.  You wanted the perfect soldier, loyal and brave and remorseless.  But 
loyalty is devotion, and devotion is love.  I never knew I could love.   
 
The ladder is no longer up, it has become a wall, or the floor.  It doesn’t matter.  I pull 
myself toward the control room with arms that feel rubbery.  The autodoc must have 
given me some kind of narcotic.  I’ll shake it off later.  The metal of the ladder is so cold, 
just like the air that bites my lungs.  It’s like breathing silver fire.   
 
I see the barrier door ahead.  Lysette is there, in the shadows, and she reaches for me.  
Her hands are so soft, her hair floats around her head like the halo of an angel.  “I love 
you,” her voice trickles into my ear. 
 
I reach for her.  My arms close on empty air, on phantoms.  The door is real enough, 
though.  I have to push aside a charred corpse to enter.  Wisps of blonde hair still cling to 
the captain’s head, his face frozen into a permanent grin.  He seems surprised to find 
himself dead. 
 
The stars are still there, a vast emptiness that calls to my soul.  The chair is no longer 
comfortable.  Neither is my body.  If Lysette could see me now, would she still want me?  
What is it that makes a man?  What force draws two souls together, pushes them to cast 
off the yoke of acquired behavior, to cross the lines drawn within their minds that 
delineate the zones of acceptability? 
 
When is a man allowed to stop being the person he was created to be, and allowed to 
become what he chooses?   
 
The stars are swimming in my eyes.  No, one of them is actually moving.  Even without 
the computer, I know that’s their ship.  And if it wasn’t, I’d still have a job to do.  It’s an 
unregistered vehicle capable of interstellar flight, and it is outside the safe boundary.  It is 
a target.  But my weapons are offline.  That presents a problem.  But I know how to get 
around that.  I am a soldier.  More than anything else, I know how to kill, and in the right 
hands anything becomes a weapon.  The comm system is almost completely fried, and 
the way my hands are shaking, I’d never be able to line up the maser correctly anyway.  
Luckily, for what I’ve got in mind, it doesn’t matter. 
 
The comm unit responds and switches into manual mode.  I run a finger over the 
targeting control, dilating the iris of the maser’s aperture.  It has to be a fine, tight beam.  
The pirates found no portable weapons on the station and thought themselves safe.  There 
were no weapons because I was the weapon. 
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Reality fades out for a moment.  There is no dream to replace it, only a dislocation of 
perception, a momentary lapse of continuity.  The ship has moved farther away.  The 
bright actinic light of the fusion drive is dimmer.  My arm doesn’t want to respond.   
 
It’s cold, so cold.  Sleep would be nice.  A rest, a final rest, an escape from the person I 
am, from the choices I’ve made which were not choices at all.  I am fading, and all reality 
is fading with me.   
 
Weight returns with crushing suddenness.  My arm, floating above me, smashes onto the 
control panel.  Fate or blind luck, the maser activates.  Invisible energy flashes into the 
void.  My arm responds now, and I slump over the comm unit, grasping for the fine 
controls.  Unseen, the maser swings its beam toward the moving star. 
 
I know when I have it.  The drive winks out.  A billion watts of microwave energy pulses 
through the ship’s hull.  The pirates are dead.  The ship will hurtle onward through space 
for eternity now.  It was a cold act, an act of vengeance and not the action of a soldier.  
The action of a man defending what he claims as his own. 
 
The shadows close in again.  This time, I let go. 
 
There are dreams, but they are forgettable.  I wake eventually, as I always do.  Lysette is 
smiling down at me.  There are stars behind her.  Wires trail away from my body, 
connecting me with the depths of the autodoc.  I feel almost whole again. 
 
“Relax,” she tells me, gently pushing me back as I try to rise.  “You’re not done yet.” 
 
“The station,” I manage to say.  I find strength to be surprised at how weak I feel. 
 
“It’s fine,” she tells me.  “Repairs are under way.” 
 
Even as I frame the next question, a ‘bot floats by behind her carrying a metal patch 
plate.  The air tastes funny, acrid with the tang of ozone and the smell of chemicals.  
“How?” I manage to say, asking so much with one little word. 
 
Lysette’s smile widens.  “I’m not totally helpless you know,” she says.  “I restarted the 
computer.  You need rest.” 
 
“I’ve had enough rest,” I protest.  “I don’t want to lose you.” 
 
“Silly,” she says.  “How can you lose me?” 
 
“If I go to sleep again, everything will change.” 
 
“No it won’t.  This is real.  Those are just dreams.” 
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I smile at her to reassure her, but I don’t believe her.  Dreams are real, everything is real.  
The universe shifts with the whims of chance, leaving us to wander the avenues between 
shadows, the ghosts of what was and what will be.  A week ago I was a cog in a machine, 
and now… 
 
Now I don’t know what I am.  I have questions, I have doubts, and that above all else 
makes me human.  Lysette takes my hand.  The future has opened up for the both of us, a 
galaxy of choices and the freedom to guide our own souls. 
 
If this isn’t reality, then I don’t want to know what is.  And I think that’s the most human 
decision I’ve ever made.  
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